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Large scale design with the
beauty and realism of natural stone
Formica® 180fx® laminate is suitable for all lifestyles. It allows you to create
the stone look you desire with all the added benefits of a softer, warmer
and long-lasting material. Stylish, durable and easy to clean, Formica®
180fx® laminate is the perfect solution for surfaces and benchtops in both
commercial and residential spaces. Backed by a seven year limited warranty,
Formica®, a trusted household name for over 100 years, gives you complete
confidence when it comes to choosing laminate.
Formica® 180fx® laminate offers inspiration on a grand scale. Achieving an
unprecedented large scale design, this sophisticated laminate replicates the
beauty and magnitude of natural stone by using innovative printing technology
that captures every little nuance and detail. Offering an unmatched realism,
its striking colour variations and intricate veining deliver a unique, luxurious
look that’s perfect for residential and commercial benchtops, countertops, and
vertical applications.

Cover: Formica® 180fx® Black Fusion Satin finish.
Above: Formica® 180fx® Carerra Marble GlossPlus finish.
*Please obtain a copy of the Formica 7 year Limited Warranty from Laminex New Zealand or formica.co.nz.

Easy to clean
Stain resistant
Moisture resistant
Scuff resistant
7 year warranty

FINISHES
GlossPlus. A superior high gloss
laminate with greater abrasion and
scuff resistance, horizontal surfaces
will maintain their shine over standard
gloss laminates.
Matt. Very lightly textured Matt finish
that delivers a clean and modern look
and is suitable for all situations.
Satin. An exceptionally flat soft finish
that adds a touch of class to any
modern decor.

POPULAR BENCHTOP PROFILES

Rolled edge profile

Rolled edge. Formica® 180fx® laminate
can be rolled to a minimum radius of
8mm. A rolled edge provides a clean,
consistent look with no joins, is cost
effective, and extremely hardwearing
with very good chip and impact
resistance. It is also ideal for
environments where pointed edges
need to be avoided or impact with
the body might occur.

Square edge profile

Square edge is made by clashing the
benchtop edge with a piece of the same
laminate to create a true square edge.
A traditional Formica® laminate look, a
dark line will be visible on lighter colours.

Acrylic edgetape

Acrylic edgetape is available to match
selected colours from the Formica®
180fx® laminate range. Complimenting
the high gloss stone decors, acrylic
edgetape creates a greater depth
of colour and with the décor being
printed on the back of the edgetape it
is protected from damage. The durable,
sleek, square edge finish creates the
realistic look of a stone slab at a
fraction of the cost.

Bianca Luna

Dolce Vita

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

Clean and classic, Bianca Luna quartzite is
distinguished by a mosaic of large and small
white particulates threaded with shadowy grey
veining throughout.

Jet Sequoia

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

Striking and sophisticated, Jet Sequoia has an
infinitely deep background brushed with hints of
smoky grey. A perfect complement to warm-toned
woods or the cool sheen of metal.

Fun and fresh, this large-scale granite pattern recalls
the lyrical sweep of exotic wood interspersed with fine
quartz crystals. Misty grey, off-white and charcoal are
touched with hints of grey-toned rose and dusky violet.
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Soapstone Sequoia

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

A beautiful color with shades of chocolate brown,
cream, white and black. The unique swirling and
veining of Marbled Cappuccino exudes a sense of
luxury with its intricate detailing.
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Veining and crazing show through soft warm grey
cement clouds. While golden brown weathering
or seasoning creates the beautiful decay of
Weathered Cement.

A unique and elegant granite, Black Fusion could
be considered a work of art. Its contemporary style
features a dark black background with grey, white and
golden brown veining in a lengthwise linear pattern.

Warm and inviting, Soapstone Sequoia has finely
drawn veins in white, beige and grey that crisscross
over misty hues of warm and cool grey.

MF GF

Marbled Cappuccino

An elegant brown-grey marble with subtle swirls in the
field, marked by bold white veins which give this stone
lightness and movement.

A classic beauty, Carerra Marble displays exquisite
taupe and charcoal tracery on a luminous background
of creamy white.

MF – Matt Finish, SF – Satin Finish, GF – GlossPlus Finish, AE – Acrylic Edgetape
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For more information visit formica.co.nz or call 0800 303 606
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The colours of the photographs and swatches depicted in this brochure are as close to the Formica® 180fx® range as modern photographic, lighting and
printing processes allow. The colour/finish combinations shown are available at the time of publication, but are subject to availability and may be withdrawn
at any time. Note the swatches depicted are based on a 3600 x1500mm sheet size. Actual sheet size is 3595 x1395mm. Formica® 180fx® is no different
from any other material in that darker colours, semi-gloss and gloss finishes will always show scratches and superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter
colours or lower gloss finishes. Such surfaces require more care and maintenance and Laminex New Zealand recommends the use of laminate cleaning
products (or mild household cleaning products). Please visit our website, formica.co.nz, for specific care and cleaning information. Note that in certain lights or
from different angles wipe down marks may be visible after cleaning. Formica® 180fx® should be protected from strong direct sunlight as continuous exposure
may cause discoloration or fading to the surface over time. Please obtain a copy of the terms and conditions of the Formica 7 Year Limited Warranty from
Laminex New Zealand or visit formica.co.nz. This warranty is in addition to any rights that may exist under the Consumer Guarantees Act (1993).

© Copyright Reserved. 2016, Laminex New Zealand. Formica® 180fx® is marketed and distributed by Laminex New Zealand. A division of FLETCHER BUILDING PRODUCTS LTD.
Formica® is the registered trademark of Fletcher Building Holdings Ltd and used under licence by Laminex New Zealand, a division of Fletcher Building Products Ltd.
180fx® is a registered trademark of The Diller Corporation and used under licence by Laminex New Zealand, a division of Fletcher Building Products Ltd.
Laminex New Zealand is a trademark used under licence by Laminex New Zealand, a division of Fletcher Building Products Ltd.

